
5th Kup Blue Stripe - Theory Revision 
Pattern Name, Moves and Meaning 
Name: Yul Gok 
Moves: 38 Movements 
Meaning: Yul Gok is the pseudonym of a great philosopher and scholar Yi I 
(1536-1584) nicknamed the ‘confucius of Korea’. The 38 Movements of this pattern 
refer to his birthplace on 38 degrees latitude and the diagram represents ‘scholar’. 
 
The Meaning of Green and Blue Belt 
Green: the plant’s growth as Taekwondo skills begin to develop. 
Blue: the heaven towards which the plant matures into a towering tree as training in 
Taekwondo progresses. 
 
Definition of the Different Sparring Types 
3 Step Semi-Free Intermediate (Ban jayoo matsoki) 
For intermediate free sparring, you can add some light contact into the techniques 
and you should be using good positioning and combinations of more advanced 
moves including jumping techniques.  
 
2 Step Sparring (Ibo matsoki) 
Two step sparring perfects focus, distance and timing against co-ordinated hand and 
foot attacks. 
 
Free Sparring (Jayoo matsoki) 
The aim in free sparring is to score points. You are using Taekwondo as a sport. The 
scoring system awards 1 point for a hand technique to middle or high section, 2 
points for a middle kick and 3 points for a high kick. The objective is only to touch 
your partner without causing any pain or injury. No techniques are allowed below the 
belt.  
 
Explanation of an X Stance 
Load bearing leg flat on the floor carrying most of the weight.  
If jumping, the load bearing leg goes in front, when stepping it braces. 
 
Connecting Motion 
This is used when a no tension on impact technique is connected to a tension on 
impact technique. It is executed by inhaling through the whole block and then 
exhaling before moving on. In pattern Yul-Gok a hooking block is connected to an 
obverse punch, this is executed by inhaling on the block and exhaling on the punch. 
 
 
 



Korean Translation Theory 
Reverse turning kick - Bandae dollyo chagi 
Knee kick - Moorup chagi 
Hooking kick - Golcho (or Goro) chagi 
 
Side punch - Yop jirugi 
Twin upset punch - Sang dwijibo jirugi 
Twin vertical punch - Sang sewo jirugi 
Front elbow strike - Ap palkup taerigi 
 
Side elbow thrust - Yop palkup tulgi 
Flat fingertip thrust - Opun sonkut tulgi 
 
Palm high hooking block - Sonbadak nopunde golcho makgi  
Palm high reverse hooking block - Sonbadak nopunde bandae golcho makgi 
Palm upward block - Sonbadak ollyo makgi 
Twin knife hand block - Sang sonkal makgi 
Double forearm high block - Doo palmok nopunde makgi  
X fist pressing block - Kyocha joomuk noollo makgi  
 
Jumping - Twigi 
Flying - Twimyo 
Downward - Naeryo 
Upward - Ollyo 
X stance - Kyocha sogi 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


